* Do you believe that there are many exciting opportunities in mobile/wireless technology?
* Are you interested in emerging technologies such as:  > channel coding, multimedia compression/streaming > mesh networks, network coding, sensor networks > mobile operating-systems / application platforms (iPhone, Android, BlackBerry)
* Are you hoping to meet engineers and researchers who are also interested in wireless technology?  Come join us on Wednesday, November 19th to meet with other students and entrepreneurs looking to form teams for the mobile track in the MIT $100K Executive Summary Contest. This is also an opportunity to learn more about the M-Prize (the mobile track within the MIT $100K competition).

   PLEASE PRE-REGISTER HERE FOR THE MIXER: http://spreadsheets.google.com/ccc?key=pQoQQnhk2KiTwkSHrkEBcQ
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What: M-Prize Team Building Mixer  When: Wednesday, November 19th, 7-9PM  Where: TSMC Lobby, 1st Floor, MIT Stata Center (inside doors leading to Vassar St.) (map: http://whereis.mit.edu/map-jpg?selection=32)

Why: To form a team for the M-Prize mobile track at the MIT $100K ESC and have a shot at WINNING $2000.

Hear from a successful Mobile Entrepreneur – Jeff Vyduna (3rd place in last year’s M-Prize and founder of PollEverywhere, a Y Combinator Company)

Learn about the M-Prize’s newest sponsor – SK Telecom, who have generously donated $25,000 in prize money.

FREE APPETIZERS WILL BE PROVIDED  Important dates: > ESC Submission deadline 12/4 > ESC Final Awards Ceremony 2/6

More info: http://www.mit100k.org/esc/
Join our Facebook Group:
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